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ABSTRACT: Small silicon hydrides have attracted extensive interest
because of their role in the chemical evolution of circumstellar envelopes
of evolved carbon stars and applications in surface growth processes and as
transients in semiconductor manufacturing. Combined with electronic
structure calculations, we demonstrate that monobridged silylidynesilylenes
[(Si(μ-D)SiH2, Si(μ-H)SiHD, Si(μ-H)SiH2] and silylsilylidyne [H3SiSi,
H2DSiSi], which are nearly isoenergetic, can be prepared via molecular
hydrogen loss channels in the crossed molecular beam study of the reaction
of D1-silylidyne (SiD; X2Π) with silane (SiH4; X

1A1) in a crossed molecular
beams machine. Compared to the dynamics of the isovalent methylidyne
(CH) − methane (CH4) system, our study delivers a unique view at the
intriguing isomerization processes and reaction dynamics of dinuclear silicon
hydride transients, thus contributing to our knowledge on the chemical
bonding of silicon hydrides at the molecular level.

1. INTRODUCTION

For more than a century, Langmuir’s perception of
isovalency1,2 has been of central importance in the develop-
ment of fundamental theories of chemical bonding and
molecular structure with special devotion attributed to
elucidating the similarities and disparities of molecular
geometries of the germanium (Ge) and silicon (Si) systems
with the second-row carbon (C) system. When comparing the
highly reactive and thermally unstable doublet homo- (E2H3)
and heteronuclear (EE′H3) trihydrides (E, E′ = C, Si, Ge)
(Scheme 1), the distinct bonding chemistry of silicon and
germanium versus carbon is reflected. For the C2H3 isomers,
the planar vinyl radical (C2H3; 1; X

2A′) with a Cs point group
is the most stable isomer,3−5 with the methylmethylidyne
radical (CH3C; 2; X

2A″) less stable by 205 kJ mol−1. However,
for the heteronuclear systems, the sequence of stability is
reversed with methylsilylidyne (SiCH3; 3; X2A″), methyl-
germylidyne (GeCH3; 7; X2A″), and silylgermylidyne
(H3SiGe; 11; X2A″) representing global minima with their
corresponding vinyl-type counterparts 4, 8, and 12 less stable
by 42, 103, and 29 kJ mol−1, respectively.6−8 The distinction
can be explained by the increased overlap of the valence s and
p orbitals of the carbon atom compared to silicon and
germanium.9 As for Ge2H3, the global minima within the six
Ge2H3 isomers is a vinyl-type planar radical germylgermylidyne
(H2GeGeH; 19; X

2A″), with an unpaired electron that belongs

to the π-type orbital perpendicular to the molecular plane.10−12

In analogy to the vinyl (C2H3; 1; X
2A′)−methylmethylidyne

(CH3C; 2; X2A″) isomer pair,5 the germylgermylidyne
(GeH3Ge; 20; X2A″) isomer is higher in energy than the
vinyl-type counterpart 19. Four alternative isomers with higher
energy are hydrogen-bridged structures. Among the six Si2H3
isomers (25−30), silylsilylidyne (H3SiSi; 26; X

2A), vinyl-type
disilenyl (H2SiSiH; 27; X

2A), and one monobridged isomer
Si(H)SiH2 (25; X

2A″) are nearly isoenergetic. The hydrogen
atoms of disilenyl are slightly bent out-of-plane, and thus there
is no symmetry at all; this reflects the diverse chemistry of
silicon versus carbon and germanium.13−19 Considering the
unusual silicon and germanium bearing mono- and dibridged
HGe(μ-H)SiH (13; X2A), Ge(μ-H2)SiH (15; X2A′), HGe(μ-
H)SiH (16; X2A), HGe(μ-H2)Si (18; X

2A′), H2Ge(μ-H)Ge
(21; X2A″), HGe(μ-H)GeH (22; X2A), HGe(μ-H2)Ge (23;
X2A′), HGe(μ-H)GeH (24; X2A), H2Si(μ-H)Si (25; X

2A″),
HSi(μ-H)SiH (28; X2A), HSi(μ-H)SiH (29; X2A), and HSi(μ-
H2)Si (30; X

2A′) isomers, whose carbon analogue structures
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do not exist, the special molecular structure and chemical
bonding of heavy main group XIV elements are also reflected.
The Si2H3 system has received particular attention from the

astrochemistry and material science communities, since Si2H3

isomers may play an important role in elucidating the organo-
silicon chemistry in circumstellar envelopes of carbon-rich
stars;20−23 these species are also transients in chemical vapor
deposition processes and in semiconductor manufacturing.24

Ruscic and Berkowitz25 proposed that successive hydrogen
abstraction sequences by atomic fluorine (F) from disilane
(Si2H6) lead to nearly isoenergetic isomers of silylsilylidyne
(H3SiSi; 26) and disilenyl (H2SiSiH; 27). Sari et al. recorded
the rotational spectrum of disilenyl (H2SiSiH; 27) via Fourier
transform microwave spectroscopy.18 The disilenyl radical
(H2SiSiH; 27) along with its deuterated counterpart was also
detected via infrared spectroscopy in low temperature (D4)-
silane matrices upon irradiation with energetic electrons.26,27

Furthermore, kinetic experiments in the SiH−SiH4 system
revealed the rate constants: (4.3 ± 0.3) × 10−10 cm3

molecule−1 s−1 at ambient temperature,28 2.8 × 10−10 cm3

molecule−1 s−1 at ambient temperature,29 and 4.8 × 10−11 cm3

molecule−1 s−1 at 300 K.30

To shed information on the dynamics of the formation of
Si2H3 isomers, we conduct a comprehensive crossed molecular

beam investigation of the gas phase reaction of D1-silylidyne
(SiD; X2Π) with silane (SiH4; X1A1). This system can be
classified as a prototype to explore single-collision events
between the simplest silicon-bearing radical (SiD) and the
simplest saturated silicon bearing molecule (SiH4) to gain
fundamental insights into silicon−silicon bond coupling
processes, which is strongly distinct from those of isovalent
carbon systems.31,32 Our experimental data together with
electronic structure calculations reveal the formation of
monobridged silylidynesilylene [Si(μ-D)SiH2, Si(μ-H)SiHD,
Si(μ-H)SiH2; 25] and silylsilylidyne [H3SiSi, H2DSiSi; 26]
along with molecular hydrogen and/or hydrogen deuteride via
indirect scattering dynamics through the formation of Si2H4D
complex(es). These findings reveal that the highly reactive
transient Si2H3 species can be prepared with the universal
crossed molecular beam method under controlled experimen-
tal conditions.

2. METHODS

2.1. Experimental Section. The molecular beams experi-
ments of the D1-silylidyne radical (SiD; X2Π) with silane
(SiH4; X

1A1) were performed in a crossed molecular beams
apparatus.31,33,34 The pulsed supersonic D1-silylidyne beam
was produced in situ by the laser ablation method using a

Scheme 1. Calculated Geometries of Hetero- and Homonuclear Trihydrides EE′H3 (E, E′ = C, Si, Ge) along with Their Point
Groups, Wave Functions, and Relative Energies (kJ mol−1)a

aGermanium, silicon, carbon, and hydrogen atoms are color coded in green, purple, gray, and white, respectively.
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rotating silicon rod with 4−8 mJ, 266 nm pulses (Spectra-
Physics Quanta-Ray Pro 270 Nd:YAG laser; 30 Hz) in the
primary chamber and entrainment of the ablated species in a
1:1 mixture of deuterium gas (D2, 99.7%; Icon Isotopes, Inc.)
and neon (Ne, 99.999%; Specialty Gases of America) with 4
atm total pressure. Due to the natural silicon isotope
abundances (28Si (92.2%), 29Si (4.7%), 30Si (3.1%)), the D1-
silylidyne beam was optimized at m/z = 31 for intensity. This
mass-to-charge value is unique to the D1-silylidyne radical.
The D1-silylidyne beam was first collimated by a skimmer and
then velocity selected by chopper wheel (2083.3 ± 0.1 μs),
which is controlled by a precision motion system (motor,
2057S024B, Faulhaber; controller, MC 5005 S RS, Faulhaber).
Cables used for the motion system need to be shielded to
ensure an interference-free environment. Finally, the peak
velocity (vp) and speed ratio (S) of the D1-silylidyne beam
were 1206 ± 25 m s−1 and 6.1 ± 1.1, respectively. In the
selected part of the beam, a D1-silylidyne to atomic silicon
ratio of 0.12 ± 0.02:1 was determined, i.e., a fraction of about
10%. No higher molecular weight silicon−deuterium bearing
species were present in the primary beam under the
experimental conditions. Notice that even if D1-silylidyne

radicals in the A2Δ state are formed initially, considering about
18 μs travel time to the interaction region of our scattering
chamber and 500 ns A2Δ lifetime,35 any electronically excited
radical will decay to the ground state. In the interaction region,
the supersonic beam of pure silane (Linde; 99.999%) with vp of
827 ± 20 m s−1 and S of 10.1 ± 0.2 crossed perpendicularly
with the primary D1-silylidyne beam. The center-of mass
(CM) angle and collision energy of this reaction are then
determined to 16.6 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1 and 36.2 ± 0.6°,
respectively (Table S1). Both primary and secondary super-
sonic beams were operated at 60 Hz and a 30 Hz laser was
used for the ablation; thus, potential background counts can be
eliminated by the laser-on minus laser-off method.
Our scattering experiment was conducted exploiting a

quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS); the products were
ionized with an electron impact ionizer at 80 eV which is
housed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber at a pressure of 7 ×
10−12 Torr.36,37 Ions are then filtered according to their distinct
mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) and recorded by a Daly type
detector. In order to record angular-resolved TOF spectra, the
detector assembly is designed to be rotatable within the plane
defined by the primary and secondary supersonic beams. By

Figure 1. Laboratory angular distribution (a) and time-of-flight spectra (b) recorded in the reaction of the D1-silylidyne radical with silane at mass-
to-charge ratio of m/z = 61. The solid circles with their error bars represent the normalized experimental distribution; the open circles indicate the
experimental data. The red lines represent the best fits obtained from the optimized center-of-mass (CM) functions, as depicted in Figure 2. Silicon,
deuterium, and hydrogen are color coded in purple, light blue, and white, respectively.
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use of a forward-convolution routine based on the Jacobian
transformation,38,39 the collected laboratory data were trans-
formed into the CM reference frame for the scattering
dynamics information. As a result, in the CM system, angular
T(θ) and translational energy P(ET) flux distributions can be
derived. Meanwhile, in the lab system, the angular distributions
and laboratory TOF spectra are also reconstructed from the
optimized T(θ) and P(ET) functions. The reactive differential
cross section I(u,θ) ≈ P(u) × T(θ) is extracted from these
functions and can be seen as an overall image of the reaction
dynamics.40,41

2.2. Computational and Statistical Calculations. The
molecular hydrogen loss channels of the SiH + SiH4 reaction
on the Si2H5 adiabatic doublet ground-state potential energy
surface is characterized. The structures for collision complexes,
intermediates due to isomerization, transition states, and H2
dissociation products along the pathways are optimized by the
coupled cluster42−45 CCSD/cc-pVTZ calculations. The
energies are further refined to CCSD(T)/CBS complete
basis set limits,46 with CCSD/cc-pVTZ zero-point energy
corrections, by extrapolating the CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ, CCSD-
(T)/cc-pVTZ, and CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ energies. This ensures
an accuracy within 7 kJ mol−1.47 The corresponding potential
energy surface for the SiD + SiH4 reaction is then obtained by
substituting D-corrected zero-point energies. GAUSSIAN16
programs48 are employed in the ab initio electronic structure
calculations.
The energy dependent Rice−Ramsperger−Kassel−Marcus

(RRKM) rate constants49 for the SiD + SiH4 reaction are
predicted at collision energies of 8.0, 10.0, and 16.6 kJ/mol.
The saddle-point method49,50 is utilized to evaluate the density
of the intermediate states and the number of transition states;

with the CCSD(T)/CBS energies and CCSD/cc-pVTZ
harmonic frequencies, the species are calculated as a collection
of harmonic oscillators. The variational transition states
(tsi2p2 and its deuterated counter parts) along the barrierless
paths are located with variational RRKM theory.51−53 Utilizing
RRKM rate constants, product (H2, HD) branching ratios are
derived by solving the reaction mechanism (ab initio reaction
paths) rate equations with the Runge−Kutta method.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Laboratory Frame. For the crossed molecular beam

experiments of the D1-silylidyne radical (SiD; X2Π) with silane
(SiH4; X

1A1), we must account first for the natural silicon
isotope abundances [28Si (92.2%), 29Si (4.7%), 30Si (3.1%)] for
both reactants. This might complicate the elucidation if the
laboratory data originate from the atomic and/or molecular
hydrogen loss. However, considering the collision energy of
16.6 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1 under our experimental conditions,
electronic structure calculations reveal (Section 4, Discussion)
that it is energetically not feasible to form even the
thermodynamically most stable Si2H4 isomer along with
atomic hydrogen since this channel is endoergic by 86 kJ
mol−1. The atomic hydrogen (deuterium) loss channels are
therefore closed, and only the molecular hydrogen (H2) and/
or hydrogen deuteride (HD) loss channels are energetically
accessible. Second, besides the D1-silylidyne radical, the
primary beam also contains ground state atomic silicon Si(3Pj),
which reacts with silane to form Si2H2 isomers plus molecular
hydrogen as well; the atomic hydrogen loss channel in the Si−
SiH4 system is endoergic (+137 kJ mol−1) and therefore is
closed.54 Recall that for ref 54, the reactive scattering signal
was collected from m/z = 60 to 58 with signals at m/z = 59

Figure 2. Center-of-mass (CM) translational energy flux distribution (a), angular distribution (b), and the corresponding flux contour map (c) for
the reaction of D1-silylidyne with silane. Shaded areas indicate the error limits of the best fits; the red solid lines define the best-fit functions. The
flux contour map symbolizes the reactive scattering products as a function of the CM scattering angle (θ) and product velocity (u). The color bar
indicates the flux gradient from high (H) intensity to low (L) intensity. Silicon, deuterium, and hydrogen are color coded in purple, light blue, and
white, respectively.
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and 60 recorded at levels of (7.0 ± 0.3)% and (13.2 ± 0.7)%
compared to m/z = 58 (Table S3). It shall be stressed that no
signal at m/z = 61 is detectable in the Si−SiH4 system.
The reactive scattering signal was explored from mass-to-

charge (m/z) 64 to 58 (Supporting Information; Tables S2
and S3). No reactive scattering signal could be detected from
m/z = 64 to 62 but only from m/z = 61 to 58. Therefore, we
can conclude that only the signal at m/z = 61 is unique to the
SiD−SiH4 system since ion counts at lower m/z values were
also observed in the Si−SiH4 system. Consequently, angular
resolved TOF spectra were collected at m/z = 61; the resulting
laboratory angular distribution was spread about 30° (Figure
1). The nearly forward−backward symmetry of the angular
distribution and the CM angle of 36.2 ± 0.6° suggests indirect
scattering dynamics by forming Si2DH4 complex(es).40 Here,
signal at m/z = 61 can origin from ionized 28Si29SiH2D,
29Si2H3, and/or

28Si30SiH3 (Table S2). These findings suggest
that the molecular hydrogen (H2) and/or the hydrogen
deuteride (HD) loss channels are open in the SiD−SiH4
system along with the formation of Si2H2D and/or Si2H3

species, respectively.
3.2. Center-of-Mass Frame. With a single-channel-fit

through the reaction of 29SiD (31 amu) plus 28SiH4 (32 amu)
along with the mass combination of the products of 61 amu
(28Si29SiDH2) and 2 amu (H2) (Figures 1 and 2), the
laboratory data could be replicated, and the information in the
CM reference frame on the reaction dynamics is obtained.40

Considering the natural isotopes, a single-channel-fit was also
accomplished for the 28SiD plus 29SiH4 reactants yielding
products of 61 amu (28Si29SiDH2; hereafter: Si2DH2) and 2
amu (H2) (Figures S1 and S2) utilizing essentially identical
CM functions. Most important, the laboratory data could also
account for the 30SiD plus 28SiH4 and 28SiD plus 30SiH4
reactions yielding in both cases 28Si30SiH3 (hereafter: Si2H3)
plus hydrogen deuteride (HD) (Figures S1 and S2); these CM
functions are nearly identical with those of the 29SiH plus
28SiH4 and 28SiH plus 29SiH4 systems. Consequently, the

laboratory data can be replicated with both the Si2H3 + HD
and the Si2DH2 + H2 channels.
The nature of the product isomer(s) can be revealed

through the analysis of the CM translational energy
distribution P(ET). For the D1-silylidyne−silane system, for
those molecules without internal excitation, the reaction
exoergicity can be obtained by subtracting the collision energy
(16.6 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1) from the maximum translational energy
Emax (17 ± 5 kJ mol−1); this results in a thermoneutral reaction
of 0 ± 5 kJ mol−1.40 Furthermore, a rather loose exit transition
state is suggested with the maximum of the P(ET) distribution
of 5−10 kJ mol−1, leading to the formation of Si2H3 and/or
Si2DH2 from the Si2DH4 intermediate(s). Finally, a forward−
backward symmetric CM angular distribution T(θ) shows a
maximum at 90° and intensity over the complete scattering
range. These findings support indirect (complex forming)
reaction mechanisms via long-lived intermediates whose
lifetimes are longer than, or at least competitive with, their
rotational periods.40,55 The distribution maximum at 90°
reveals that the molecular hydrogen/hydrogen deuteride emits
nearly parallel to the total angular momentum vector and
almost perpendicularly to the rotational plane of the
fragmenting intermediate, indicating significant geometrical
constraints in the exit channel.40,55

4. DISCUSSION
To unravel the formation of the isomers and the underlying
reaction mechanism(s), we are now merging the experimental
data with electronic structure calculations. The accuracy of the
relative energies of the local minima, transition states, and
reaction energies is within 7 kJ mol−1. As revealed in Figures 3
and S3, the formation of 2p4 and 2p6 is endoergic by 18 and
66 kJ mol−1, respectively. Therefore, these channels are closed
considering the experimental collision energy of 16.6 kJ mol−1.
The formation of the disilenyl (2p3; H2SiSiH; X

2A; ΔRG = 4 ±
4 kJ mol−1) product can also be excluded since it can only be
formed via tight exit transition states lying at least 35 kJ mol−1

above the separated reactants. However, the formation of

Figure 3. CCSD/cc-pVTZ//CCSD(T)/CBS potential energy surface for the reaction of the D1-silylidyne radical with silane including molecular
hydrogen and hydrogen deuteride loss pathways. A complete potential energy surface including all the Si2H3 isomers for the reaction of silylidyne
with silane is presented in Figure S3. Silicon, hydrogen, and deuterium are color coded in purple, white, and light blue, respectively. Optimized
geometries are compiled in Tables S4 and S8.
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monobridged silylidynesilylene [Si(μ-D)SiH2, Si(μ-H)SiHD,
Si(μ-H)SiH2;

2p1, 2p1′, 2p1″] and silylsilylidyne [H3SiSi,
H2DSiSi;

2p2, 2p2′] is energetically feasible considering
reaction energies of −1 ± 7 to 1 ± 7 kJ mol−1and 1 ± 7 to
3 ± 7 kJ mol−1, respectively.
How are these potential products formed? To simplify the

PES, all transition states and products higher than 16.6 kJ
mol−1 (our experimental collision energy) have been removed.
As shown in the potential energy surface (PES), the reaction
begins with the formation of a weakly bound van-der-Waals
complex i0 (X2A″) lying 37 kJ mol−1 below the separated
reactants. This complex can isomerize to the van-der-Waals
complex i0′ (X2A) by rotation of the SiD radical residing 36 kJ
mol−1 below the separated reactants or rearranges by inserting
the SiD radical into the silicon−hydrogen single bonds of
silane involving a barrier of 14 kJ mol−1 leading to the D1-
silylsilyl radical (HDSiSiH3, i1, X2A′). This reaction is
effectively barrier-less since the barrier is submerged and
below the separated reactants. Intermediates i0′ and i1 are also
connected via a barrier of only 2 kJ mol−1 above i0′. A
hydrogen migration isomerizes i1 to i1″ (H2SiSiDH2, X

2A′) or
i1′ (H2SiSiHDH, X

2A′). Intermediates i2 (HDSiSiH3, X
2A″),

i2′ (H2SiSiHDH, X2A″), and i2″ (H2SiSiDH2, X2A″) are
nearly isoenergetic and can be accessed from i1, i1″, and i1′
via barriers of 179, 177, and 177 kJ mol−1, respectively. The
van-der-Waals complex i0′ can also isomerize to intermediate
i2 via a barrier of 39 kJ mol−1. Finally, all five products in
Figure 3 are nearly isoenergetic depicting slightly exoergic (−1
kJ mol−1) to endoergic (3 kJ mol−1) reaction; these products
can be formed via H2 or HD loss (2p1 (Si(H)SiH2; X

2A″),
2p1″ (Si(H)SiDH; X2A), 2p1′ (Si(D)SiH2; X2A″), 2p2
(H3SiSi; X

2A), 2p2′ (H2DSiSi; X
2A)). Among these products,

2p2 is formed from i2 via a barrierless HD elimination; i2′ and
i2″ are found to undergo barrierless unimolecular decom-
position via molecular hydrogen loss to the same product 2p2′.
As for the remaining possible products, the unimolecular
decomposition of i2 can lead to the monobridged isomer 2p1
plus HD via a barrier of 13 kJ mol−1; 2p1″ and 2p1′ along with
molecular hydrogen are formed from intermediates i2′ and i2″
after passing barriers of 12 and 13 kJ mol−1, respectively.
Likewise, the loose exit transition state leading to the
formation of 2p1′, 2p1″, and 2p1 lies only 4 kJ mol−1 above
the separated products. The statistical yields of the five
products were also explored using Rice−Ramsperger−Kassel−
Marcus (RRKM) theory (Table S7) revealing the branching
ratios of 2p1, 2p2, 2p1″, 2p1′, and 2p2′ of 9.9%, 17.8%, 24.6%,
15.1%, and 32.7%, respectively, i.e., totaling nearly equal
fractions of (partially deuterated) silylidynesilylene (2p1) and
silylsilylidyne (2p2) species. These data also suggest that if the
reaction is statistically, the molecular hydrogen loss channel
represents the predominant channel (72.4%) with the
contribution of 27.6% from hydrogen deuteride (HD)
elimination.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, combining our laboratory data with electronic
structure calculations, our study exposed the molecular
hydrogen (H2/HD) loss channels via the bimolecular gas
phase reaction of the D1-silylidyne radical with silane leading
to the formation of monobridged silylidynesilylene [(Si(μ-
D)SiH2, Si(μ-H)SiHD, Si(μ-H)SiH2] and silylsilylidyne
[H3SiSi, H2DSiSi]. The indirect scattering dynamics are

initiated by forming a van-der-Waals complex i0, which can
isomerize to van-der-Waals complex i0′ and/or to D1-silylsilyl
radical (HDSiSiH3, i1, X

2A′) by inserting the silylidyne radical
into a silicon−hydrogen bond of silane; note that the latter can
also be accessed via isomerization of i0′. Nearly isoenergetic
hydrogen/deuterium shifts to i1″/i1′ and i2/i2′/i2″ may
undergo molecular hydrogen loss involving loose exit transition
state in nearly thermoneutral reactions (−1 to + 3 ± 7 kJ
mol−1).
It is educational to compare these dynamics within the main

group XIV isovalent EH−EH4 systems (E = C, Si, Ge). For the
carbon system (CH−CH4), the ethyl radical intermediate
(C2H5, X2A′) is formed by inserting methylidyne into a
carbon−hydrogen bond of methane. This insertion process is
also barrierless, and the ethyl radical is isovalent to the silylsilyl
(H2SiSiH3, X2A′). For the CH−CH4 reaction, the atomic
hydrogen loss channel is open leading to the formation of the
ethylene molecule (C2H4; X

1A1g) through a tight exit transition
state; meanwhile the molecular hydrogen loss channel is
closed.56−58 The dynamics of the SiD−SiH4 system are quite
distinct from this isovalent carbon system, revealing that the
insight from reactivity of carbon system is not readily leveraged
to interpret analogous system with the “heavier” main group
XIV atoms. Detailed experimental scattering results merged
with electron structure calculations represent the crucial
method to elucidate the largely unexplored chemistry about
silicon analogues of their hydrocarbon counterparts. The
formation of the small silicon hydrides including hydrogen-
bridged nonclassical transients via the elementary reaction
contributes to our understanding of the main group XIV.
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